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A variety of physiological studies
require the measurement of oxygen
consumption. Unfortunately,the techniques for measuring respirationrate
often require expensive equipment or
difficultprocedures that are not available or suitable for use in student
laboratories.In this articleI describe a
sensitive, simple and inexpensive microrespiratorthat may be used readily
by students. This constant pressure
microrespirometeris similar to ones
described by Engelmann (1963) and
Conradi-Larsen(1974).It is useful for a
range of invertebrates weighing 5500 mg and for measurements at low,
even subzero, temperatures (Lee &
Baust 1982a,b; Bennett & Lee 1989).
Forsmalleranimalsor at very low rates
of oxygen consumption, several individuals may be run in a single microrespirometer.A general discussion of
respirometricmethods is available in
Umbreit,Burris& Stauffer(1972).
For every molecule of oxygen that is
taken up by an organism, one molecule of carbon dioxide is released
when carbohydrateis the primaryenergy source. In a closed system, normal respiration causes no net change
in atmosphericpressure because each
molecule of oxygen that is removed is
replaced by one of carbon dioxide.
However, in this microrespirometry
technique, when carbon dioxide molecules are released they are removed
from the atmosphere and taken up by
a potassium hydroxide solution. This
results in a decreasein pressurewithin
the closed environmentand causes the
potassium hydroxide solution to move
down the micropipet.Since the movement of the potassium hydroxide is
directlyproportionalto the amount of
oxygen consumed, by knowing the
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volume of the micropipetand the measurementinterval,one can easily determine the rate of oxygen consumption.

Materials and Methods
Microrespirometers are made by
gluing about one centimeter of a disposable micropipet into the tip of a
disposable plastic syringe (Figure 1).
Be careful not to plug the micropipet
with glue. Hot melt glue works well
and may be melted using heat from a
candle. Since variousfactors,including
the size of the animaland the temperature at which determinationsare done,
influence the rate of oxygen consumption, the size and combinationof the
syringe(1-5 cc)and micropipet(10or 20
,ul)must be detenrninedempirically.
The syringe plunger is first put
through a metal fender washer that
holds the respirometer upright in a
constant temperaturebath (?0.20 C).
The animal is placed in the barrel of
the syringe; and the plunger is inserted and placed in the water bath so
that only the micropipetextends above
the surfaceof the water. A solution of
approximately10%potassium hydroxide is introduced into the top of the
micropipet,serving both as an absorbent forcarbondioxideand a manometric indicatingfluid. The linearlength of
the potassiumhydroxidesolutionin the
micropipetshould be at least 5 mm.
Food coloring or another dye may be
added to the potassium hydroxide solution to make it easier to see.
Since it is important that the room
temperatureand barometricpressure
remainconstantduringmeasurements,
an empty microrespirometer,in addition to the ones containingorganisms,
serves as a thermobarometerto detect
changes in the temperature of the
water bath or the barometricpressure
during the experiment. If the level of
the potassium hydroxide in the thermobarometerchanges during a run,
the values for the respirometerscontaining animals should be adjusted

accordingly. For example, if the thermobarometerdecreasedby 2 mm during an interval, that distance should
be subtractedfromthe readingsfor the
microrespirometers
containinganimals.
However, if the temperaturebath remains constant, this adjustment is
usually not necessary.
Since the air pressure within the
thermobarometerremains constant as
long as temperature and room air
pressureremainunchanged, it may be
difficult to introduce the potassium
hydroxidesolution initially.If the bath
temperatureis less than room temperature, the respirometermay be slightly
warmed by briefly lifting it out of the
bath. Once it is returned to the bath,
quickly apply a drop of the potassium
hydroxide solution to the top of the
micropipet(Fillinga 1 cc syringe with
this solution is a convenient way of
applying the drop.) As the pressure
within the closed volume of the respirometeris reduced, due to cooling, the
potassium hydroxide solution will be
pushed downward into the micropipet
by the greateratmosphericpressure. If
the water bath is at room temperature,
simply lift the microrespirometerout
of the bath and warm the outside of
the chamber containing the invertebrate between one's fingers.
A period of about 10-15 minutes
should be allowed for equilibration
and to allow the potassium hydroxide
solution to move away from the upper
end of the micropipetbefore measurements start. The position of the potassium hydroxide solution should be recorded initially and at 5-10 minute
intervalsfor 30-90 minutes. The rateof
change should be calculated for each
interval. Sometimes the initial one or
two rates will be unusually low and
should be ignored until the potassium
hydroxide is moving at a relatively
constantrate from one time intervalto
the next. The average rate of uptake
over several intervalswith similarvalues should be used to determine the
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10%KOH

system. The effect of temperatureon
the rate of oxygen consumption may
be studied using a temperaturecontroliedwater bath. In invertebrates,
oxygen consumption is often directly
relatedto temperatureover the rangeof
0-25? C (Figure 2). Alternatively and

mm

Bath

washer

Figure 1. Diagramof microrespirometer positioned in a water bath.
rate of oxygen consumption for a
given respirometer.
Oxygen consumption is calculated
by multiplying the distance (mm)
moved by the potassiumhydroxidesolution by the conversionfactor(id/mm)
for the specificmicropipetselected. For
example, on a 20 j4-micropipetthe distance from the end of the micropipetto
a markedline nearits middleindicatesa
volume of 20 p1. The conversionfactor
would be 20 p1divided by that distance
in milimeters. The hourly rate of oxygen consumptionis commonlyreported
on a live or dry weight basis, or per
individual.For example, in overwintering adultsof the convergentlady beetle,
Hippodamiaconvergens, oxygen consumption was 1.1 p1/mglive weight/hr
or 15.4hr/individualat 200 C (Bennett&
Lee 1989).
For subsequent experiments the syringes may be reused, but the micropipets are usually discarded because
they are difficultto clean. Micropipets
may be easily removed by gripping
them with small pliers just above the
junctionwith the syringe, and twisting.

ClassroomApplications
Various experiments, including the
effect of size, sex and age on oxygen
consumption, may be done using this

less expensively, stable water baths
may be obtained by allowing one to
equilibrate at room temperature (approximately 21-23? C) and a second
0? C bath to equilibratein a container
fllled with a mixtureof crushedice and
water. This approach may be used to
determine the effect of temperature
acclimationor other treatmentson respiration rate (Lee & Baust 1982 a,b;
1985). Using these microrespirometers, acclimationof diapausing adults
of the convergentlady beetle to warmer
temperaturescauses a 40%decreasein
their respirationrate (Bennett & Lee
1989).This response is consistentwith
their exposed overwinteringsite and
serves to conserve limited energy reserves during a 10-month diapause
when beetles are unable to replenish
these reserves (Lee 1980). Use of this
techniquewould also be appropriatefor
science fairprojects.
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Figure 2. Effectof temperatureon the rate of oxygen consumption determined
using microrespirometersin two Antarcticterrestrialarthropods:adult females of
the ixodid tick, Ixodesuriae,and chironomid larvae, Belgicaantarctica.Data from
Lee and Baust (1982a,b).
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